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Peach Building Products Doors & Windows installs premium window shutters ranging from wood
composite, advanced polymer, to environmentally friendly wood shutters, and prestigious solid wood
shutters in Utah. We have a window shutter style, color, and finish that can transform and complement any space.
Shutters not only provide design, privacy, and light control options, they can also enhance the value of a home. Like
any home investment, only shutters of exceptional quality will provide long-term value and increase appreciation.
Contact us at 801-566-1255 with any questions, and ask us about our hassle-free financing!
View Shutter Material Options
Hardwood Shutters: Wood shutters are both lightweight and sturdy, making them a perfect window covering
for any size window. We can color match your shutters with custom tinted stains and clear coats to let the
beauty of the wood grain shine through.
Polymer Shutters: Polymer shutters have a wood core and are wrapped in a patented polypropylene
coating, offering the durability of wood coupled with the performance of a waterproof coating. These shutters
have ABS copolymer materials built into them, the same technology that can be found in auto parts, helmets
and home appliances.

Composite Shutters: A composite shutter is constructed from a wood core offering the lightweight
durability of wood coupled with the performance of a waterproof coating. Composite shutters are easy to care
for with mild soapy water.
View Shutter Style Options
Plantation Shutters: Plantation shutters are the ultimate in luxury window coverings, and they go well with both
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classic and contemporary décor. The traditional construction includes a permanent frame around the window with
adjustable interior louvers. The louvers are operated by a tilt rod to help control the light, temperature, and privacy of
your room. Plantations shutters come in a variety of louver sizes from 2″ to 4 ½”
Full Height Shutters: An elegant and practical design, full-height shutters offer extra security, privacy, and
insulation to help keep indoor climates controlled while providing a clean, updated look to any space.
Café Shutters: Café shutters are perfect for custom applications when you only want to cover the bottom half of
your window, leaving the upper half shutter-free. Offering the ultimate in privacy along with maximum
light, café shutters are a practical and stylish choice for street-level installations and for any space where fullwindow privacy isn’t required.
Tier-on-Tier Shutters: Also known as double hung shutters and similar in function to café shutters, tier-on-tier
shutters allow you to choose between shuttering the top, bottom, or entire window opening for maximum flexibility.
Custom Shaped Shutters: The sky is the limit with our custom shaped shutter options. Our craftsmen can
accommodate arch shutters, sunburst arch shutters, round shutters, octagon, and more.
View Door Shutter Options
Sliding Patio Door Plantation Shutters : These elegant door coverings are suspended on an overhead, easyglide aluminum track for effortless operation. Thanks to nylon wheel carriers that glide smoothly along the hardware,
you’ll never have to worry about jamming or skipping. For maximum light and a full outdoor view, our sliding patio
door plantation shutters can be built to roll along the entire track so they slide completely off to the side when not in
use. A great door covering as an alternative to vertical blinds or draperies.
Bi-Fold Door Shutters: The bi-fold door shutter system is well suited for patio doors and closet doors, as they
fold fully open and out of the way to allow complete door access. One of our most versatile door shutters, the bi-fold
door shutter is also a great option for extra-large window openings and sliding glass doors.
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